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0. INTRODUCTION
The Heisenberg Lie group and its discrete subgroups have appeared in
many areas of mathematics and mathematical physics, not only serving as a
useful source of examples, but also playing a key role in applications to a
 w x .variety of theories listed in 7 , for example . It is our purpose in this
paper to study the cohomology of the standard integer lattice G of the
simply-connected Heisenberg Lie group N of dimension 2n q 1 for arbi-
trary n g Zq. In particular we shall give a closed formula for the cohomol-
ogy groups of G with coefficients in the integers.
We first became interested in this problem when studying the related
problem of computing the ranks of the K-groups of certain C*-algebras
w x w xassociated with G 14 , and learned that very recently two papers 3, 8 , by
A. Dupre and R. Howe, respectively, had results from which one couldÂ
k .immediately drive formulas for the real cohomology groups H G, R ,
q w x  .k g Z . In 3 , Dupre calculates H* N, R , which by a deep result of G.Â
w x  . w xMostow 15 is isomorphic to H* G, R . In 8 , Howe calculates the Lie
 .algebra cohomology H* n , R for the Lie algebra n of N by considering
 . w xthe representation theory of Sp C , and by a theorem of K. Nomizu 16 ,2 n
 .  .H* n , R ( H* NrG, R , and since NrG is a classifying space for G, these
 . w x w xgroups are isomorphic to H* G, R . Neither of the methods of 3 or 8
immediately generalize to the case when the coefficient module is Z,
however, and in his paper, Dupre noted that the problem of computingÂ
 .H* G, Z was still an open one. In this paper we shall solve this problem,
k . q  4giving a closed formula for H G, Z for all k g Z j 0 and for arbitrary
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n g Zq, where 2n q 1 denotes the rank of G. We note here for complete-
ness that B. Kostant computed the Lie algebra cohomology of all nilradi-
w xcals 10a .
At this point, we shall mention that because the two-step nilpotent
group G is easily expressed as a central extension of Z2 n by Z, in principle,
w xthe Gysin long exact sequence in cohomology 9, Theorem 4 has been
available for over forty years to allow the computation of the cohomology
groups of G. Likewise, in theory, it is possible to apply the results of J.
w xHuebschmann 10 on the cohomology rings of two-step nilpotent groups
to obtain a ``small'' free resolution of G, and thus calculate its cohomology
ring. However, in practice, one quickly runs into computational difficulties
in carrying through either the Gysin sequence or Huebschmann's algo-
 writhm, even for groups with a relatively small number of generators cf. 10,
x.paragraph 2, p. 408, and last paragraph, p. 441 . Indeed, to date many of
the calculations of the cohomology of specific nilpotent groups have been
 w x.done by computer cf. recent work of L. Lambe 11, 12 , and it has provedÂ
very difficult to obtain closed formulas for the cohomology of general
families of nilpotent groups.
Our way of circumventing this difficulty and obtaining our formulas will
be to reduce the problem of computing the cokernels of connecting maps
in the Gysin sequence to a problem in combinatorial matrix theory, which
will enable us to apply a very elegant result of R. Wilson on diagonal forms
w xof certain incidence matrices 18 . From this, we are able to obtain our
main result without too much difficulty. In particular, we obtain the
following main theorem:
THEOREM 1.8. Let n g Zq and let G be the integer Heisenberg group of
rank 2n q 1. Then the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in Z ¨iewed
as a tri¨ ial module are gi¨ en by
2 n 2 n¡w xkr2 y /  /ky2 j ky2 jy2
Z , 0 F k F n , .[ j
js0
2 n 2 n2 n2 n w . xnq1 r2y y .  /n  /  /nq1y2 j ny1y2 jny2
Z [ Z , .[ j 5js1
k ~H G , Z s .
k s n q 1,
2 n 2 n2 n 2 n w . x2 nykq2 r2y y /  /  /  /kq2 jy2 kq2 jky1 kq1
Z [ Z , .[ j 5js1
n q 2 F k F 2n q 1,¢
0, k G 2n q 2.
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Here Z represents the quotient group ZrjZ so that Z ( Z and Z isj 0 1
mthe trivial group, and we follow the convention that s 0 for j - 0 and /j
j ) m.
In a final section we indicate how our method can be used to calculate
the cohomology groups for a certain subgroup G of G of index dn whered
the parameter d represents an arbitrary positive integer. We also derive a
recursive formula for the cohomology groups of G.
1. THE GYSIN SEQUENCE FOR THE INTEGER
HEISENBERG GROUPS AND COMBINATORIAL
MATRIX THEORY
Let G be the integer lattice in the 2n q 1-dimensional Heisenberg
q  . n4group N for fixed n g Z . We will think of G as r, s, t : r g Z, s, t g Z
with group operation given by
 :r , s, t ? r 9, s9, t9 s r q r 9 q t , s9 , s q s9, t q t9 . 1.1 .  .  .  .
 : n nHere ? , ? represents the standard inner product on R restricted to Z ,
 : n Xso that t, s9 s  t s . A matrix representation for G is given by theis1 i i
 .following embedding into SL n q 2, Z :
1 t t ? ? ? t r¡ ¦1 2 n
1 s1
1 s2





g SL n q 2, Z . .
If one allows the parameters to take on real rather than integer values, the
corresponding group is N. It is well known that G is co-compact in N and
w xthat the nilmanifold NrG is a classifying space for G 1 .
w x  . 4If we denote the center of G by Z, then Z s G, G s r, 0, 0 : r g Z
( Z, so that GrZ s Z2 n. Thus G has the structure of a central extension
0 ª Z ª G ª Z2 n ª 0. 1.2 .
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Using the Gysin sequence derived from the Hochschild]Serre sequence in
 . wgroup cohomology, one obtains the long exact sequence for H* G, Z 9,
xTheorem 3 ,
dX l2 kky2 2 n k 2 n k6 6H Z , Z H Z , Z H G , Z .  .  .
rX dXk 2ky1 2 n kq1 2 n6 6H Z , Z H Z , Z , 1.3 .  .  .
and furthermore the differential dX is given by the cup product with2
w x 2 2 n . w x  . w xy c g H Z , Z , where c is the class of extension 1.2 9, Theorem 4 .
k 2 n . kq2 2 n .We denote by L : H Z , Z ª H Z , Z the map defined by the cupk
w x  .product with y c ; then, since for all k, ker L is a subgroup of thek
k 2 n .finitely generated free abelian group H Z , Z , the extension defining
k .H G, Z splits and we obtain
H k G , Z ( coker L [ ker L . 1.4 .  .ky2 ky1
Using the notation L for our map dX is a deliberate choice, as the mapk 2
turns out to be related to the Lefshetz decomposition theory for harmonic
 w x.forms on Kahler manifolds cf. 17, 5 .È
Since NrG is a compact orientable manifold of dimension 2n q 1, we
k . k .know H G, Z s 0 for k ) 2n q 1, and if we write H G, Z s F [ T ,k k
where F is the torsion-free part and T is the torsion subgroup, thenk k
w xPoincare duality shows that F s F and T s T 6 . There-Â k 2 nq1yk k 2 nq2yk
k .fore, it suffices to compute H G, Z for 0 F k F n q 1. Indeed, the free
w xsummands F can be immediately obtained from the work of Dupre 3 ,Âk
w xMostow 15 , and the universal coefficient formula, but since our methods
produce the rank of F with no extra effort, we have chosen to make ourk
proof self-contained.
 .To use the sequence 1.3 we first must discuss the ring structure of
 2 n . U 4H* Z , Z , which is well known to be isomorphic to H e , . . . , e , theZ 1 2 n
exterior algebra on 2n generators over Z. The explicit isomorphism in
1 2 n .  2 n .degree one on H Z , Z s Hom Z , Z is given by the homomorphism
 ..  ..  . 2 ne s, t s s , e s, t s t , 1 F i F n, s, t g Z . Using this corre-i i iqn i
j 2 n .spondence, the rank of H Z , Z as a finitely generated free abelian
2 n j 2 n .group is exactly , 0 F j F 2n, and a basis for H Z , Z is given by /j
  4 < < 4  4e : K : 1, . . . , 2n and K s j , where if K s k - k - ??? - k :K 1 2 j
 4 j  41, . . . , 2n , e represents the product e n ??? n e g H e , . . . , e (K k k Z 1 2 n1 jj 2 n .  2 n .H Z , Z . Using this decomposition of H* Z , Z , we now calculate
w xy c .
w x 2 2 n . 2 nLEMMA 1.1. Let c g H Z , Z be the class of central extension of Z
 . 2 2 n .by Z defined in 1.2 . Then, under the correspondence H Z , Z ª
2  4 w x nH e , . . . , e defined abo¨e, y c s  e n e .Z 1 2 n is1 i nqi
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w x w n x 2 2 n .Proof. We first note that c s  c where c g Z Z , Z is de-is1 i i
fined by
c s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t , sX , . . . , sX , tX , . . . , tX s t sX , 1 F i F n. .  . .i 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n i i
w xTo prove the lemma, it is enough to show that c s ye n e , 1 F i F n.i i nqi
But this can be easily verified by direct calculation, given the definition of
w xcup product given in 1 .
Our problem has been transformed into a problem in exterior algebra
k  4involving an analysis of the map from H e , . . . , e intoZ 1 2 n
kq2 4 nH e , . . . , e defined by the wedge product with  e n e . WeZ 1 2 n is1 i nqi
k  4now decompose H e , . . . , e into a direct sum of groups in order toZ 1 2 n
make this problem more tractable from the point of view of combinatorial
matrix theory. In the subsequent paragraph we adapt some work of A.
wWeil on exterior algebras over Hermitian vector spaces to our setting 17,
xChap. 1 .
DEFINITION 1.2. Fix n g Zq. We define the pairs of the finite set
 4  41, 2, . . . , 2n to be the doubleton sets i, n q i , 1 F i F n. We say a subset
 4  4C : 1, 2, . . . , 2n is pair-free if i, n q i f C , for all i, 1 F i F n. By the
< <pigeonhole principle, if C is pair-free, C F n.
 4Let K be a subset of 1, . . . , 2n of order k, and let e represent theK
k  4corresponding basis element of H e , . . . , e . Then up to multiplicationZ 1 2 n
by y1, we can write e as e n e , where J is the set obtained by takingK C J
the union of all pairs inside K, and C s K _ J is pair-free. Thus J can be
 4 written as a disjoint union J j J , where J : 1, . . . , n and J s i q n:1 2 1 2
4 < < < < < < < <i g J . If J s p, then J s 2 p, so that C s k y 2 p and C ' k1 1
 .mod 2 .
For fixed k, 0 F k F 2n, let C denote a fixed pair-free subset of
 4 < < < < w x1, . . . , 2n with C F k and C s k y 2 p, 0 F p F kr2 . Define
 4  4D s j g 1, . . . , n : j, j q n l C s B . 1.5 4  .C
< <  4Note D s n y k q 2 p. If J s j , . . . , j : D , define c gC 1 p C J
k  4H e , . . . , e byZ 1 2 n
c s e n e n e n e n e n ??? n e n e . 1.6 .J C j j qn j j qn j j qn1 1 2 2 p p
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k  < < 4 k .Let B s c : J : D , J s p and let V C be the subgroup ofC J C
k  4 k kH e , . . . , e generated by B . Since the elements of B are linearlyZ 1 2 n C C
independent, we see that
n y k q 2 pk k< <rank V C s B s . 1.7 .  . . C  /p
k  4Thus we have decomposed H e , . . . , e as a direct sumZ 1 2 n
w xkr2
k k 4H e , . . . , e s V C . 1.8 .  .[ [Z 1 2 n  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
 .From Eq. 1.8 , we see that
w . xkq2 r2
kq2 kq2 4H e , . . . , e s V C .[ [Z 1 2 n  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C skq2y2 p
w xkr2 q1
kq2s V C .[ [ 5ps1 C pair-free
< <  .C sky2 py1




kq2s V C [ Z , 1.9 .  .[ [ 5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
nkq2 kq2 .where Z s [ V C has rank 2 , so that Z s 0 for /C pair-free k q 2
< <C skq2
k G n y 1.
w xThe next observation is implicit in 17, Chap. 1, p. 21 , but we include it
here for completeness:
 4LEMMA 1.3. Let C be a pair-free subset of 1, . . . , 2n of order k y 2 p.
k . kq2 .Then L : V C ª V C .k
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Proof. We calculate the action of L on the basis elements in Bk . Fork C
 4J s j , . . . , j : D ,1 r C
L c s L e n e n e n ??? n e n e .  .k J k C j j qn j j qn1 1 p p
n
s e n e n e n ??? n e n e n e n e . C j j qn j j qn i iqn1 1 p p  /
is1
n
s e n e n e n ??? n e n e n e n e C j j qn j j qn i iqn1 1 p p
is1
s e n e n e n ??? n e n e n e n e C j j qn j j qn i iqn1 1 p p
igD _JC
kq2s c g V C . . J j i4
igD _JC
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.3 and the decompositions
 .  .  .1.8 and 1.9 , it follows that if we let L k, C denote the restriction of the
k .map L to V C , thenk
w xkr2
kq2 kcoker L s V C r L k , C V C [ Z , .  .  .  . .[ [k  5ps0 C pair-free




ker L s ker L k , C . 1.11 .  .  . .[ [k  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
We thus have reduced our problem further to that of calculating
  ..   ..ker L k, C and coker L k, C .
 . k . kq2 .We now consider the map L k, C : V C ª V C . We first make
the crucial observation that upon suitably choosing our bases, the matrix
defining this map is a well-known incidence matrix from combinatorics.
k .  < < 4Recall our basis for V C is given by c : J : D , J s p ; similarly, ourJ C
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kq2 .  < < 4basis for V C can be indexed by c : I : D , I s p q 1 . If we nowI C
n y k q 2 p n y k q 2 p .give L k, C its = matrix representation with re- /p /p q 1
 .  .spect to the above bases, then by Lemma 1.3, L k, C s a whereI, J
1, J : I ,
a sI , J  0, otherwise.
nw xFor non-negative integers tFk Fn , R. Wilson in 18 defined the = /t
n  .  .  .incidence matrix W n s u as follows: the rows of W n aretk T K tk /k
 .indexed by the t-subsets T of a n-set X, the columns of W n aretk
indexed by the k-subsets K of X, and
1, T : K ,
u sT , K  0, otherwise.
 . w  .xtTherefore, L k, C s W n y k q 2 p , and we can use the resultsp, pq1
 .of Wilson to compute the kernel and cokernel of our maps L k, C .
w xLEMMA 1.4. For 0 F k F n y 1 and 0 F p F kr2 ,
ker L k , C s 0 . .
and
nykq2 p nykq2 p
pq1 y /  /py iq1 pyi
coker L k , C ( Z . .  . . [ i
is0
Here Z s ZriZ so that Z ( Z and Z is the tri¨ ial group.i 0 1
 .  .Proof. Since k F n y 1, we have p F n y k q 2 p y p q 1 , so that
w x  .we can apply Theorem 2 of 18 to conclude that L k, C is equivalent via






? b nykq2 p /p¢ §
0
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where the diagonal entries are given by
n y k q 2 p n y k q 2 p
b s p q 1 y i , q 1 F j F ,j  /  /i y 1 i
0 F i F p. 1.12 .
n y k q 2 pn y k q 2 pNote that 1 occurs as a diagonal entry y times. /p  /p y 1
 .From this diagonal matrix one immediately reads off that L k, C is
injective for 0 F k F n y 1 this fact has been repeatedly rediscovered; the
w x.first recorded proof that we have found is in 4 , and also that
nykq2 p nykq2 p nykq2 pp y /pq1  /  /i iy1
coker L k , C s Z p q 1 y i Z , .  . . [
is1
which upon changing the index of summation becomes
nykq2 p nykq2
pq1 y  /py i /py iq1
Z , .[ i
is0
as desired.
We now present some conbinatorial formulas which will be of use to us:
LEMMA 1.5. For 0 F k F 2n,
w xkr2
n n y k q 2 p 2nky2 p2 s . 1.13 .  / / / pk y 2 p k
ps0
Proof. We know that
2n k  4s rank H e , . . . , eZ 1 2 n /k
w xkr2
ks rank V C by 1.8 .  . . . 
ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
w xkr2
n n y k q 2 pky2 ps 2 by 1.7 , . .  / / pk y 2 p
ps0
n .which gives the result note by convention, s0 for k y 2 p)n . /ky2 p
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LEMMA 1.6. For 0 F k F 2n,
w xkr2 n y k q 2 pn n y k q 2 pky2 p2 y  / / pk y 2 p  /p q 1
psy1
2n 2ns y . /  /k q 2 k
Proof. We simplify and change the index of summation, keeping in
n y k q 2 pmind that s 0: /y1
w xkr2 n y k q 2 pn n y k q 2 pky2 p2 y  / / pk y 2 p  /p q 1
psy1
w . xkq2 r2
n n y k q 2 q 2 p .kq2y2 ps 2  /  /k q 2 y 2 p p
ps0
w xkr2
n n y k q 2 pky2 py 2  / / pk y 2 p
ps0
2n 2ns y , by Lemma 1.5. /  /k q 2 k
We now are prepared to compute the kernel and cokernel of L :k
k  4 k  4PROPOSITION 1.7. Let L : H e , . . . , e ª H e , . . . , e be thek Z 1 2 n Z 1 2 n
 .  n .map defined by L ¨ s ¨ n  e n e . Thenk is1 i iqn
0, 0 F k F n y 1,¡~ 2 n2 nker L ( 1.14 .yk  .  /n ny2¢
Z , k s n ,
and
2 n 2 nw . x¡ kq2 r2 y /  /ky2 iq2 ky2 i
Z , 0 F k F n y 2, .[ i
is0~coker L ( 1.15 .k 2 n 2 nw . xnq1 r2 y /  /ny2 iq1 ny1y2 i
Z , k s n y 1. .[ i¢
is1
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 .  .Proof. We use Eqs. 1.10 , 1.11 , and Lemma 1.6. For k F n y 1,
 .  .Lemma 1.4 shows that L k, C is injective so that by Eq. 1.11 L isk
injective. For k s n,
w xnr2
ker L s ker L n , C . .[ [n  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sny2 p
w xnr2
t( ker W 2 p .[ [  /p , pq1 5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sny2 p
nw xnr2 ny 2 p2t  /ny2 p( ker W 2 p . .[  /p , pq1
ps0
w  .xtOne easily checks by taking complements in a n-set that W n st, k
 . w  .xt  .W n , so that W 2 p s W 2 p , whose kernel has ranknyk , nyt p, pq1 py1, p
2 p2 p w x w xy , by either 18, Theorem 2 or 4, Corollary 1 . Therefore /p  /p y 1
w xnr2 2 pn 2 pny2 prank ker L s 2 y . n  / / pn y 2 p  /p y 1
ps0
w . xny2 r2
nny2y2 ps 2  /n y 2 y 2 p
psy1
=
n y n y 2 q 2 p . n y n y 2 q 2 p .y  /p /p q 1
2n2ns y , /  /n n y 2
 .by Lemma 1.6, completing the proof of Eq. 1.14 .
 .For k F n y 2, by Eq. 1.1 we have
w xkr2
coker L s coker L k , C [ Z , .  .[ [k  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sny2 p
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kq2 .where Z s [ V C , so by Lemma 1.4 we obtainC pair-free
< <C skq2
nykq2 p nykq2 pw xkr2 pq1 y /  /py iq1 pyi
coker L s Z [ Z .  .[ [ [k i 5ps0 is0C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
nykq2 p nykq2 pnw x ykr2 pq1¡ ¦ /ky2 p  /  /py iq1 pyiky 2 p2~ ¥( Z .[ [ i¢ §ps0 is0
n /kq2
kq 22[ Z0
nykq2 p nykq2 pnw x ykr2 pq1¡ ¦ /ky2 p  /  /py iq1 pyiky 2 p2~ ¥( Z , .[ [ i¢ §psy1 is0
which, upon interchanging the order of summation, becomes
nykq2 p nykq2 pnw x w x ykr2 q1 kr2¡ ¦ /ky2 p  /  /py iq1 pyiky 2 p2~ ¥Z . .[ [ i¢ §is0 psiy1
We thus want to simplify the sum
w xkr2 n y k q 2 p n y k q 2 pnky2 p2 y . 1.16 .  /k y 2 p  /  /p y i q 1 p y i
psiy1
Upon making the substitutions p9 s p y i and k9 s k y 2 i, the expres-
 .sion 1.16 becomes
w xk 9r2 n y k9 q 2 p9 n y k9 q 2 p9nk 9y2 p92 y ,  /k9 y 2 p9  /  /p9 q 1 p9
p9sy1
which, by Lemma 1.6 is exactly
2n 2n 2n 2ny s y . /  /  /  /k9 q 2 k9 k y 2 i q 2 k y 2 i
Therefore, for 0 F k F n y 2, we see that
2 n 2 nw . xkq2 r2 y /  /ky2 iq2 ky2 iw xcoker L s Z . . [k i
is0
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 .For k s n y 1, the summand Z appearing in Eq. 1.10 is 0, and we get
upon calculation
2 pq1 2 pq1nw . x yny1 r2 pq1¡ ¦ /ny1y2 p  /  /py iq1 pyiny 1q2 p2~ ¥w xcoker L s Z , . [ [ny1 i¢ §ps0 is0
which is the same as
2 pq1 2 pq1nw . x yny1 r2 pq1  /ny1y2 p  /  /py iq1 pyiny 1q2 p2w xZ ;[ [ i
psy1 is0
and by exactly the same reasoning as for the case k - n y 1, this becomes
2 n 2 n 2 n 2 nw . x w . xnq1 r2 nq1 r2y y /  /  /  /ny2 iq1 ny1y2 i ny2 iq1 ny1y2 i
Z s Z , .  .[ [i i
is0 is1
2 n 2 n  .since y s 0. This completes the proof of Eq. 1.15 and /  /n q 1 n y 1
hence of Proposition 1.7.
We can now deduce our main theorem almost immediately.
THEOREM 1.8. Let n g Zq and let G denote the 2n q 1 integer Heisen-
berg group. Then the cohomology group of G with coefficients in the integers
are gi¨ en by
2 n 2 n¡w xkr2 y /  /ky2 j ky2 jy2
Z , .[ j
js0
0 F k F n ,
2 n 2 n2 n2 n w . xnq1 r2y y .  /n  /  /nq1y2 j ny1y2 jny2
Z [ Z , .[ j 5k ~ js1H G , Z s .
k s n q 1,
2 n 2 n2 n 2 n w . x2 nykq2 r2y y /  /  /  /kq2 jy2 kq2 jky1 kq1
Z [ Z , .[ j 5js1
n q 2 F k F 2n q 1,¢
0, k G 2n q 2.
k .  .Proof. Since H G, Z ( coker L [ ker L by Eq. 1.4 , for k Fky2 ky1
n q 1, we can obtain the result directly from Proposition 1.7. The formulas
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for n q 2 F k F 2n q 1 then follow by Poincare duality, as mentionedÂ
earlier.
COROLLARY 1.9. Let n g Zq, and let G denote the rank 2n q 1 integer
Heisenberg group. Then for k F n, any integer k-cocycle on G is cohomolo-
w x 2 ngous to a k-cocycle lifted from the quotient group Gr G, G ( Z .
Proof. For k F n, we have seen in Proposition 1.7 that ker L s 0,ky1
k .  .  .so that H G, Z ( coker L and thus by the Gysin sequence 1.3ky2
k 2 n .consists of elements in the image of the inflation map l : H Z , Z ªk
k .H G, Z .
Remark 1.10. We have included the trivial group summand Z in our1
formulas, because its exponent will appear in some of our generalized
formulas in the next section.
2. APPLICATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
We indicate now how our methods can also be used to calculate the
cohomology groups for certain lattices in the Heisenberg Lie groups. Fix
q  .d g Z , and let G denote the subgroup of G defined by r, s, dt : r g Z,d
n4   . w x.s, t g Z G was denoted by H d , . . . , d in 13 . G is a subgroup of Gd d^ ` _
n times
of index dn. The same methods used to compute the cohomology of G can
be used to compute the cohomology of G . In particular, G is again ad d
central extension of Z2 n by Z, and one easily calculates that the class of
2  4 nthis extension in H e , . . . , e is given by y de n e sZ 1 2 n is1 i nqi
 n .yd  e n e . Thus if we use the Gysin exact sequence to computeis1 i nqi
k .  .H G , Z as in Eq. 1.3 , we obtaind
H k G , Z s coker dL [ ker dL . 2.1 .  .  .  .d ky2 ky1
We can again use the same combinatorial approach, obtaining
w xkr2
coker dL s coker dL k , C [ Z , 2.2 .  .  . .[ [k  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
w xkr2
ker dL s ker L k , C , 2.3 .  .  . .[ [k  5ps0 C pair-free
< <C sky2 p
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where
Z s V kq2 C . 2.4 .  .[
C pair-free
< <C skq2
w xIt is easy to check that for 0 F k F n y 1 and 0 F p F kr2 ,
nykq2 p nykq2 p
pq1 y /  /py iq1 pyi
coker dL k , C ( Z , .  . . [ di
is0
so that
2 n 2 n¡w . xkq2 r2 y /  /ky2 iq2 ky2 i
Z , 0 F k F n y 2, . di
is0~coker dL ( .k 2 n 2 nw . xnq1 r2 y /  /nq1y2 i ny1y2 i
Z , k s n y 1 . di¢
is1
 .and we obtain from Eq. 2.1 the following result, which generalizes
w xExample 7.2 of 10 :
THEOREM 2.1. Let n g Zq and let G be the subgroup of index dn of thed
integer Heisenberg group G of rank 2n q 1 as defined in the preceding
paragraph. Then the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in the integersd
are gi¨ en by
2 n 2 n¡w xkr2 y /  /ky2 i ky2 iy2
Z , .[ di
is0
0 F k F n ,
2 n2 n 2 n 2 nw . xnq1 r2y y .  /n ny2  /  /nq1y2 i ny1y2 i
Z [ Z , .[ di 5k ~ is1H G , Z s .d
k s n q 1,
2 n 2 n 2 n 2 nw . x2 nykq2 r2y y /  /ky1 kq1  /  /kq2 iy2 kq2 i
Z [ Z , .[ di 5is1
n q 2 F k F 2n q 1,¢
0, k G 2n q 2.
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Knowing the cohomology groups for G with coefficients in Z andd
Poincare duality will allow us to easily compute the cohomology groups forÂ
G with coefficients in any trivial G -module M by means of the universald d
w xcoefficient theorem 1, p. 60, Exercise 3 . As an example, we now give
formulas for these groups for the case M s T, the circle group. For locally
2 . 3 .compact groups G, the cohomology groups H G, T and H G, T have
proved important in both the theory of group representations and C*-alge-
w xbras 13, 2 :
COROLLARY 2.2. The cohomology groups of G with coefficients in T ared
gi¨ en by
2 n 2 n¡ 2 n 2 nw . xkq1 r2y y /  /k ky2  /  /kq1y2 i ky1y2 i
T [ Z , .[ di 5is1
0 F k F n ,
2 n2 n 2 n 2 nw . xny1 r2y y .  /n ny2  /  /ny1y2 i ny3y2 i
T [ Z , .[ di 5k ~ is1H G , T s .d
k s n q 1,
2 n 2 n 2 n 2 nw . x2 nykq1 r2y y /  /ky1 kq1  /  /kq2 iy1 kq1q2 i
T m Z , .[ di 5is1
n q 2 F k F 2n q 1,¢
0, k G 2n q 2.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and the
universal coefficient theorem. We note that for k s 2, this result is a
w xspecial case of Theorem 2.11 of 13 .
For our final remarks we return to the case d s 1 and consider the
 .problem of how the groups H* G, Z change as the rank 2n q 1 increases.
We thank Jon Berrick for pointing out to us that this matter was of
interest, and also for noting that it might be possible to obtain our
formulas for the cohomology groups of G through induction on n. For this
 .point we use the notation G n to denote the integer Heisenberg group of
rank 2n q 1.
 .For n G 2 the groups G n can be written as a semidirect product
G n ( G n y 1 = Z i Z, 2.5 .  .  . .
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where the isomorphism is given by
r , s , . . . , s , s , t , . . . , t , t .1 ny1 n 1 ny1 n
ª r , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t , s , t , . . .1 ny1 1 ny1 n n
 .and the action of Z on the direct product G n y 1 = Z is generated by
 .  .automorphism a : G n y 1 = Z ª G n y 1 = Z defined by
a r , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t , s s r q s , s , . . . , s , t , . . . , t . .  . .1 ny1 1 ny1 n n 1 ny1 1 ny1
2.6 .
 .   . .In the usual manner, the decomposition 2.5 implies that H* G n , Z fits
into a short exact sequence
0 ª H 1 Z, H ky1 G n y 1 = Z, Z ª H k G n , Z .  . .  . .
ª H 0 Z, H k G n y 1 = Z, Z ª 0, 2.7 .  . . .
  . .but in principle, the groups H* G n , Z will be determined only up to an
 .extension by the sequence 2.7 . On the other hand, through direct
calculation, we have been able to verify the recursion relations
2¡ ky2 ky1H G n y 1 , Z [ H G n y 1 , Z .  . .  .
k[H G n y 1 , Z , . .
0 F k F n y 1,
2ny2 ny1H G n y 1 , Z [ H G n y 1 , Zk  .  . .  .~H G n , Z s . .
[T G n y 1 , . .n
k s n ,
2n nq1H G n y 1 , Z [ H G n y 1 , Z [ Q n , .  .  . .  .¢
k s n q 1
2.8 .
 k .we use the convention that H s 0 for k - 0 where as in Section 1,
  .. n  . .T G n y 1 represents the torsion subgroup of H G n y 1 , Z , andn
 .Q n is defined by
 .  .2 ny1 2 ny1
w . x ynq1 r2  /  /nq1y2 j ny1y2 j
Q n s Z . 2.9 .  .[ j
js1
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 .  .We briefly comment on the relationshp between 2.7 and 2.8 . The
 .exact sequence 2.7 can be written as
k0 ª coker a * y Id ª H G n , Z ª ker a * y Id ª 0, .  .  . .ky1 k
2.10 .
q  . k  . . k where for each k g Z , a * y Id: H G n y 1 = Z, Z ª H G n yk
. .  .1 = Z, Z denotes the map a * y identity, where a is the automorphism
 .  .of G n y 1 = Z defined in Eq. 2.6 . By the Kunneth formula there areÈ
isomorphisms
(ky 1 1 k 0 k6  . .  .   . .  .   . .H G n y 1 , Z m H Z, Z m H G n y 1 , Z m H Z, Z H G n y 1 = Z, Z
5 5
kqiky1 k k6  . .   . .   . .H G n y 1 , Z [ H G n y 1 , Z H G n y 1 = Z, Z ,
2.11 .
k  . . k  . .where i: H G n y 1 , Z ª H G n y 1 = Z, Z is the inflation map,
and
k : H ky1 G n y 1 , Z ª H k G n y 1 = Z, Z .  . .  .
is defined on cocycles by
k f g , q , g , q , . . . , g , q s f g , . . . , g ? q , .  .  .  .  . .1 2 2 2 k k 1 ky1 n
ky1  . .  .  .for f g Z G n y 1 , Z , g , q g G n y 1 = Z, and 1 F i F k. Fori i
k  . .k F n y 1, Corollary 1.9 shows that all elements of H G n y 1 , Z are
k 2 ny1. .inflated from elements of Z Z , Z , and thus one easily calculates
that aU y Id is the zero map for k F n y 1, which shows thatk
ker aU y Id s coker aU y Id .  .k k
( H ky1 G n y 1 , Z [ H k G n y 1 , Z , k F n y 1, .  . .  .
 .  .by 2.11 . Thus our recursion formula 2.8 for k F n y 1 and the fact that
 U . 2 ny1.elements in ker a y Id , being inflated from Z = Z, can easily bek
 .  .lifted to cocycles on G n , imply that the exact sequence 2.10 splits for
k F n y 1. A similar analysis, whose details we omit, shows that
coker a * y Id ( H ny2 G n y 1 , Z [ H ny1 G n y 1 , Z .  .  . .  . .ny1
and
ker a * y Id ( H ny1 G n y 1 , Z [ T G n y 1 , .  .  . .  . .n n
 .so that 2.10 also splits for k s n.
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For k s n q 1, the situation is somewhat more complicated, but we
 .briefly indicate the reasoning which led to the recursive formula 2.8 in
ny1  . .this case. By Corollary 1.9, every element of H G n y 1 , Z is inflated
 . 2 ny1.from an n y 1 cocycle on Z ; thus one can easily calculate that
 .  .  ny1  . .. n  . .a * s a * acts on k H G n y 1 , Z : H G n y 1 = Z, Z as then
U  ny1  . ..identity, so that a y Id ' 0 on k H G n y 1 , Z . By Theorem 1.8,n
n  . .   ..   ..H G n y 1 , Z ( T G n y 1 [ ker L , where T G n y 1 sn ny1 n
ny2 2 ny1. . n 2 ny1. .coker L for L : H Z , Z ª H Z , Z , and L :ny2 ny2 ny1
ny1 2 ny1. . nq1 2 ny1. .   ..H Z , Z ª H Z , Z . As before, elements of T G n y 1n
n 2 ny1. .  .are inflated from elements of H Z , Z so that a * y Id is identi-n
  ..cally zero restricted to T G n y 1 . On the other hand, given v gn
w xker L , the proof of 9, Theorem 3 provides a splitting t : ker L ªny1 ny1
n  . .H G n y 1 , Z defined on cocycles by
t v r , ¨ , r , ¨ , . . . , r , ¨ s r v ¨ , . . . , ¨ , .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 n n 1 2 n
ny1 2 ny1. . 2 ny1.for v g Z Z , Z , r g Z, ¨ g Z , 1 F i F n, and one calcu-i i
lates that
a * y Id t v s k l v g k H ny1 G n y 1 , Z .  .  .  . .  . .  .  .n ny1
; H n G n y 1 = Z, Z , . .
ny1 2 ny1. . ny1  . .where l : H Z , Z ª H G n y 1 , Z is the inflation mapny1
 .defined in Eq. 1.3 . So using the isomorphism
H n G n y 1 = Z, Z ( H ny1 G n y 1 , Z [ T G n y 1 .  .  . .  .  .n
[ ker L ,ny1
we have
a * y Id f , t , v s l v , 0, 0 . .  .  . . .  .n ny1
 .  .Since im L l ker L s 0, we see thatny3 ny1
ker a * y Id s H ny1 G n y 1 , Z [ T G n y 1 .  .  . .  . .n n
and
coker a * y Id ( H ny1 G n y 1 , Z rl ker L .  .  . . .n ny1 ny1
[ H n G n y 1 , Z . . .
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ny1  . . ny1 2 ny1. .  .By Theorem 1.8, H G n y 1 , Z ( H Z , Z rim L . Henceny3
ny1  . .the map l : ker L ª H G n y 1 , Z is one-to-one, and mapsny1 ny1
ny1  . .onto a free subgroup of H G n y 1 , Z , of rank
2 n y 1 2 n y 1 2 n y 1 2 n y 1 .  .  .  .y s y /  /  /  /n y 1 n q 1 n y 1 n y 3
s rank H ny1 G n y 1 . . . .
ny1  . .  .Thus H G n y 1 , Z rl ker L is a torsion group, and the exam-ny1 ny1
ple n s 3 shows that this group is non-trivial in general. Write
ny1  . .  .   ..H G n y 1 , Z rl ker L s E G n y 1 . One similarly calcu-ny1 ny1 ny1
lates that
ker a * y Id ( H n G n y 1 , Z [ T G n y 1 .  .  . .  . .nq1 nq1
[ G G n y 1 , . .nq1
where
G G n y 1 ( t ker L l im L : t ker L .  .  .  . .  .nq1 n ny2 n
: H nq2 G n y 1 , Z . . .
  ..Since G G n y 1 is a free group whose rank is equal to the rank ofnq1
nq1  . .H G n y 1 , Z , we see that
ker a * y Id ( H n G n y 1 , Z [ H nq1 G n y 1 , Z .  .  . .  . .nq1
 .and thus the sequence 2.10 for k s n q 1 becomes
0 ª E G n y 1 [ H n G n y 1 , Z ª H nq1 G n y 1 , Z .  .  . .  .  .ny1
ª H n G n y 1 , Z [ H nq1 G n y 1 , Z ª 0. 2.12 .  .  . .  .
nq1  . .Because of our recursion relation for H G n , Z , and because the
n  . . nq1  . .torsion subgroup of H G n y 1 , Z [ H G n y 1 , Z again corre-
sponds to cocycles inflated from Z2 ny1. = Z, we conjecture that the
 .   ..  .  .sequence 2.12 splits and E G n y 1 ( Q n , where Q n is asny1
 .in 2.9 .
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